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Style: Noemi Bonazzi; Photo: Jason Schmidt When Quinn Pofahl and Jaime Jiménez bought their 1885 Southampton home three years ago, one of the first things they did was saw off the top of one of victoria's newels to see if the original architectural plans were inside. I heard they recorded the plans of these houses in hollow places,
says Pofahl. Turns out that's not true. After cutting down the ornate structure, Pofahl discovered only a little debunked Victorian architectural folklore. There would be many more stories about the unearth during the yearlong renovation of the house, which is the heart of the village-perfect place to watch the city's popular Fourth of July
parade. During one parade, they sat in the front yard as the man approached them and said he had grown up in the house - which had been in his family for almost 100 years - and told them stories of secret prohibition-age cubbyholes. What's more, well-known luminaries were there, including Truman Capote, who wrote his last book
music for chameleons, on the third floor, and Andy Warhol, who was a frequent guest of the house's second owner. Click here to see the gallery outstanding Victorian: Jaime Jiménez and Quinn Pofahl's Southampton House. Style: Noemi Bonazzi; Photo: Jason Schmidt the couple had been visiting Southampton for nearly two decades
when they spotted the village of Victorian and immediately bid for it. The owner told us there were a lot of big parties in this house, remembers Jiménez, the marketing director for Baccarat. And we said, don't worry, we'll continue the tradition! Both Jiménez and Pofahl, vice president of creative presentation at Ralph Lauren, love
entertainment. And so, in addition to carefully restoring the original crown molding and reworking the heart-pine floors with a traditional herringbone pattern, they set about updating the kitchen and restoring their fireplace counter height to provide a unique focal point. Each room is created with a fun mind, says Jiménez, yet no matter how
many times we tell people to go sit in the tanning room or on the terrace, they eventually gather in the kitchen. During the renovation, their biggest challenge was bringing the interior into the 21st century. The previous owner had left his 1970s-era decor in place, including ivy and cabbage-rose wallpaper in every room. Initially, they thought
they would create a period-appropriate interior to match the house's Victorian sighting bones. But after watching the opening scenes in Gosford Park for inspiration and considering the number of large pieces of Victorian furniture, Pofahl says he took a different tack: We wanted to make it feel young and modern with respect for the
architecture and history of the house. Reimagining the complex spaces is easy for Pofahl, who spends his weekdays dreaming of a set of Ralph Lauren store windows. No Task Is Too Big: When a Range Rover Sports several years ago and Pofahl was given an orange model display, he had it sawn in half and stuck it in the window of the
Polo Sports store on Madison Avenue. This house was a piece of cake, he says. It's like side work, but it's fun. Click here to see the gallery outstanding Victorian: Jaime Jiménez and Quinn Pofahl's Southampton House. Style: Noemi Bonazzi; Photo: Jason Schmidt To bring the room up to date, they got rid of chintz wallpaper and damask
curtains, and painted most of the walls white. They added paint paintings and decorative items, such as an oversized pharmacy sign found at the Brimfield flea market in Massachusetts, which they hung in the living room. We shop a lot, adds Jiménez, referring to favorite haunts such as the East Hampton Antiques Show and antique
shops in Hudson, New York. And if we have to hold it, we'll put it in the basement or lend it to our friends. Shopping with an expert set designer can be dangerous-not only does the basement perform quickly, but the decor is constantly changing, and it becomes expensive. On a recent trip to the Hudson, Jiménez recalls one dealer
discovering Pofahl's professional identity, and soon the entire city was on high alert. I thought this is it, we can't buy anymore, prices just went up, Jiménez jokes. One challenge they didn't expect was to find modern eastern spaces like a tower. Originally built to show off the owner's wealth, the turrets today have little use aside from
providing a great insight into the surroundings. But the awkward area on the ground floor is the perfect fit for their grand piano. Upstairs is the main bedroom, the octagonal space holds a round dining room the size of a table that doubles as a bedside table. On the third floor there is a quiet reading area with a view of the Fourth of July
parade. Click here to see the gallery outstanding Victorian: Jaime Jiménez and Quinn Pofahl's Southampton House. This content is created and managed by a third party and is imported into this page to help users enter their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io from a DIY
project with a major renovation makeover, remodeling something in your house with easy professional tips and tricks. Matt Albiani's Tiny homes aren't just looking cute - they're part of a growing movement that promotes sustainable living. Many designers have figured out innovative ways to make these little homes amazingly well equipped
and, yes, pretty adorable too. 2 61 Deck Design $124, 900SHOP NOWSpend every waking moment on Alpha Tiny Home's fold-down porch. And inside isn't too shabby, either. The kitchen is fully equipped and outdoor dining is available for hot summer nights. 3 61 converted garage 4 61 Historic Cottage 6 61 Shingled Cottage $81 a night
SHOP NOW, After that too cute purple trim, this Airbnb rental squeezes some quirky colors inside too. 8/61 Silo The $195 night store NOWThis Silo Studio cottage sits on four acres of land in the Berkshires. But make sure to bring food: small accommodation is not a kitchen, as it used to be a sculptor's summer studio. 9 61 Craft Touch
$109 night SHOP NOW, this green home looks charming, but it's inside what's one-of-a-kind - literally. Artist homeowners curated their newly built guest house on wheels with handmade items for the ultimate maker of getaways. 10 61 Storage Galore $57,000SHOP NOWWind River Tiny Homes hid tons of sneaky spots of Triton stuff you
can't downsize. Sure, there's your basic staircase storage, but the smart layout includes something even bigger apartments don't always have: a walk-in closet. 11 61 converted bus This couple is living their dream after converting a 39-foot-long bus into the ultimate RV. You can follow your journey (and see photos of your cute puppy) on
the Facebook page of Expedition Happiness. 12 61 Pizza Paradise Not only is the European bohemian style gypsy mermaid completely appealing (you have to see exposed beams inside), but the kitchen even has a fireplace that can be used in a pizza oven. Genius. 13 61 Winter Wonderland See falling snow or turning leaves
conveniently escape Vista. And comfort is not soft - flat-screen TV pops up on the foot of the bed for cozy movie nights. 14 Nantucket Boathouse Designer Gary McBournie decorated the pier with a cottage that resembles a living boat. Once all the windows are open to the salty wind, you can feel the ready sails of the open ocean. 15 61
Shippable Digs Spontaneous passengers, add one more thing to your packing list: POD-iDladla by Clara da Cruz Almeida folds up the box. When your package arrives, just pop up at your home away from home. 16 out of 61 of 61 Pet Palace 17 out of 61 Entertaining Space Mine and invite guests to stay at Shelter Wise's Hikari's Box y
House. Two bedrooms can host more people than its just 184 square feet means. The master suite features a luxuriously wide queen bed and the second attic has a double mattress. 18 of the 61 Shepherd's huts Aspiring pioneers, pay attention. These adorable wooden carts by Güte prove life on the border can be comforting, after all.
Custom layouts are equipped with modular furniture, such as a bunk bed equipped with a trundle or a loose-out desk writing in survey journals. 19 61 Mini Yacht Sealander Canada does just what it says, using all the electric power to go from land to sea. It's like you're living in a real spy movie. 20 of the 61 romantic venue Believe or Not,
the owners of Tiny Canal Cottage married to stoop their Venice Beach home with 60 (!) people present. Of course, an equally small backyard helped squeeze everyone into the 21 61 Garden Cabin Stay in this quaint holiday home and you can treat the gorgeous view of Seattle - and backyard occupied chickens. 22 61 Bold Interior Do not
exclude strong color from small space. Indigo Tiny Home by Driftwood Homes USA proves bold design choices like navy cabinets and dark barn wood can pay off in a big way. 23 on the 61 Mountaintop Hideway This quaint log cabin has already seen some recent Instagram fame, but the scenic bridge looks like it harkens back to the
fairytale. Don't worry, there hasn't been a troll looking under Colorado's Airbnb (yet). 24 out of 61 Expanding Caravan Take your small house to go with the sCarabane foldable caravan. It folds in 30 minutes so you can get on the road every time. 25 61 Historic Cottage Long hedge hides charming 1920s house decorated by Todd Romano.
Naples, Florida getaway fascinates visitors every bit as much today as it did almost a century ago. 26 61 Private Studio This small home located in Sag Harbor, New York, is only 600 square feet - but if you're an artist, it just might be your dream come true: There's a separate studio that's basically everything a writer or painter could ever
want to craft for his masterpieces. 27 61 Drifter's Paradise A off-the-grid home, dubbed Floatwing by a Portuguese company Friday, is both an ideal home base for people who love water activities (swimming, fishing) or just find floating extremely relaxing. 28 61 Copper Cottage Circular cedar shingles, delightful curved door and window
and copper accents throughout this habitat (right down to the freezer) accentuate a playful happy penny theme that would probably overkill a larger home. 29 of 61 Spirit Shelter Live nature-related emotional hideouts by German architectural firm Allergutendinge. The 86-square-foot room promises more amenities than a tent, but not much
more. 30 61 Floating Getaway For those who want to live remotely, this Maine small home actually swims right in the middle of the lake - thanks to a bunch of key design elements (including Styrofoam). The 240-square-metre habitat serves as a summer getaway for the couple who own it. It.
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